Modeling a Material’s Instantaneous Velocity during Acceleration Driven by a Detonation’s Gas-Push Process

JOSEPH E. BACKOFEN
BRIGS Co. — This paper will describe both the scientific findings and the model developed in order to quantify a material’s instantaneous velocity versus position, time, or the expansion ratio of an explosive’s gaseous products while its gas pressure is accelerating the material. The formula derived to represent this gas-push process for the 2nd stage of the BRIGS Two-Step Detonation Propulsion Model was found to fit very well the published experimental data available for twenty explosives. When the formula’s two key parameters (the ratio $V_{initial} / V_{final}$ and ExpansionRatioFinal) were adjusted slightly from the average values describing closely many explosives to values representing measured data for a particular explosive, the formula’s representation of that explosive’s gas-push process was improved. The time derivative of the velocity formula representing acceleration and/or pressure compares favorably to Jones-Wilkins-Lee equation-of-state model calculations performed using published JWL parameters.
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